What is the origin of your funding?

ESD

Other NASA Examples:
SMD (Non-ESD)
Center Funding
Other Mission Directorates

Non-NASA Examples:
Other Agencies,
Industry Partners or Universities

Are you using an ASP Supported Aircraft, Facility Instrument?

Yes

No

Yes

No

Submit a flight request in SOFRS?

Required

Required

Optional

Optional

ASP Supported Aircraft

DC-8 AFRC*
ER-2 AFRC
GIII (C-20A) AFRC
GIII LaRC
GV JSC
P-3 WFF
WB-57

Facility Instruments

AVIRIS-NG
AVIRIS-C
eMAS
LVIS
MASTER
NAST-I
UAVSAR/L-Band

*Aircraft will be retired after ASIA-AQ
April 2024 deployment